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1.0 - 3.5 ton
AX50 / BX50 Series

DIESEL and GASOLINE FORKLIFT TRUCKS
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Walk Around

Destined Evolution

AX50 SeriesKomatsu AX50/BX50 Series that reviewed the performance required from a lift truck 
has unrivaled performance and functions clearly different from those of competitors.
Increased safety,reduced total lifetime costs, high operability with less fatigue, and 
environmental performance carefully considered.
You will certainly be satisfied with Komatsu's unique benefits. These features will be 
the true standard for the future, providing increased satisfaction on the job.

BX50 Series

Smooth starting even while performing stationary steering

Easy lifting without revving up engine

Free stationary steering to change steering direction with light effort

Careful consideration of comfortable operation

WorkabilityWorkability

Smooth starting even while
performing stationary steering

Easy lifting without revving up engine

Free stationary steering to change
steering direction with light effort

Thoughtful consideration of
comfortable operation

WorkabilityWorkability

EPA Tier3/EU Stage lllA Compliant Diesel Engine

Powerful lift truck with lower fuel consumption

EcologyEcology

EPA Tier3/EU Stage lllA Compliant
Diesel Engine

Powerful lift truck with lower fuel
consumption

EcologyEcology

Operator Presence Sensoring System

Superior Visibility

SafetySafety

Dual 'Floating' Structure

Wide Floor and Open,Non-slip Step

Increased Operator Head Clearance
(BX50 Diesel)

ComfortComfort

■109 Series
2.0 ton
2.5 ton
3.0 ton
[Gasoline]

■Standard model
2.0 ton
2.5 ton
3.0 ton
3.5 ton
[Diesel]
[Gasoline]

■Standard model
1.0 ton
1.5 ton
1.75 ton
[Diesel]
[Gasoline]

■KOMATSU_AX50・BX50_P2,3_09/08/26



Satisfying high workability and 
environmental performance 
required by the jobsite

Workability
&

Ecology
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Can lift cargo
without revving

up engine.

Excellent lifting performance to speed up work 

Komatsu’s Research and Development team considers operators.
Every aspect concerning an operator’s comfort and ease of use 
have been thoroughly studied and implemented in each design. 
For instance, the control indicators and levers have been 
ergonomically designed and arranged in accessible and visible 
locations.
Komatsu prides itself on developing products, which are designed 
to optimize both comfort and productivity.

Consideration for Comfortable Operation

The bell-shaped shroud concentrates cooling air into the radiator. 
The unique shape of the counterweight opening and fan improves 
cooling performance by increasing the airflow of cooling air. Plus, 
the Super Lift Hydraulic System (BX50 Series) is designed to 
reduce oil pressure loss, which also prevents the oil temperature 
from overheating.

Exceptional Heat Balance

Travel control as intended

Diesel engines that incorporate Komatsu's advanced engine 
technologies feature excellent environmental performance and 
conform to the world latest EPA Tier3 and EU Stage IIIA emission 
regulations.
The diesel engines mounted on the BX50 Series reduce 
particulate matter (PM) in the exhaust gases by 30% to reduce 
environmental load.

EPA Tier3 and 
EU Stage IIIA compliant diesel engines

Thanks to the EPA Tier3 and EU Stage IIIA compliant engine and 
the Super Lift Hydraulic System*1, fuel consumption is reduced 
and powerful performance is realized. Fuel consumption is further 
improved by 8%*2 and CO2 emissions are also reduced.

Powerful engine with low fuel consumption

Pursuing environmental performance

The tandem pump operates the power steering and the lifting equipment independently. Komatsu’s hydraulic technology lifts 
the cargo at about double the lift speed of the previous model when idling. The truck also features fine adjustments for the 
fork position and superior operability of attachments when idling.

Super Lift Hydraulic System*

Low idle lifting speed

FastSuper Lift
Hydraulic System

SlowConventional
pump system
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2.5-ton torque converter model, loaded

Super Lift Hydraulic System* allows operator to perform 
stationary steering and start the truck smoothly without revving up 
the engine. Even in that case, the engine does not stall. This 
system is highly appreciated at jobsites where stationary steering 
is often required.

Excellent starting performance even at a jobsite
where stationary steering is often required

Komatsu’s unique designs have further extended the life span of 
the truck. Both the new frame structure and changes to the mast 
improve durability. Improvement of the heat balance also 
enhances reliability during heavy operations. The meantime 
between failures (MTBF) has been extended by 40% plus.
Maintenance and repair costs are minimized by extensive testing 
and quality inspections under different operating environments.

Komatsu Reliability

■ Starting while performing stationary steering

●Conventional pump system ●Super Lift Hydraulic System

Engine
stalls

Smooth start
without revving

up engine

*The Super Lift Hydraulic Systems available on the BX50 Series.

*The Super Lift Hydraulic Systems available on the BX50 Series.

Super Lift Hydraulic System

SteeringWork equipment
Engine

Hydraulic oil

Pump Pump

Work equipment Steering

Hydraulic oil

Engine

Pump

Independent pump system for lifting and power steering.

Conventional one pump system

One pump supplies oil for both lifting and power steering.

The small diameter steering wheel provides 100% stationary 
steering and switch backs. The superior responsiveness of the 
steering wheel optimizes maneuverability even in narrow spaces. 
Fluctuations during traveling have also been reduced by more 
than 30% to improve travel performance.

Small diameter steering wheel and fully 
hydrostatic power steering mechanism.

Durability improved 40% Up
(Compared with previous model)

Lift truck stops
suddenly.

*1 The Super Lift Hydraulic Systems available on the BX50 Series.
*2 Measurements of test conducted on Komatsu test course,
     comparison with FD25T-16.

Control levers designed for 
fingertip control.

Combination switch 
(turn signal light and light switch)

Double-cone synchronized clutch 
(clutch model)

Electric forward/reverse lever
(TORQFLOW model)



Comfort and safe design 
pursued thoroughly from the 
viewpoint of operators

Comfort
&

Safety
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The interlock state is also indicated 
on the meter panel.

Suspension Cab
The suspension cab design 
reduces travel vibrations by 30%, 
compared with the former truck.

Power Train Floating
The power train floating structure 
cuts operator fatigue substantially, 
by limiting vibrations from the 
operation systems.

The engine cannot be stated unless the 
F-R switch is in the neutral position.

A Neutral Safety Function for Preventing 
a Sudden Start

Neutral indicator for 
at-a-glance information.

A double caution type brake lever 
Presents mishandling.

Parking Brake Alarm

The wide, flat floor accommodates 
the tilt cylinder under the floor. 
Suspended (type) pedals are used to 
provide extra foot space, which 
significantly reduces operator fatigue. 
The new wide-open, non-slip step 
and spoon-curved fender makes 
getting in and out easy and safe.

Wide Floor and Open, Non-Slip Step

The wide-angle center mirror 
providers a greater sight area 
for safety traveling.

Easy rear confirmation

■ Six-step reclining backrest ■ Seat cushion adjustment dial
■ 170 mm slide distance 
     backward and forward

■ The retractable seat belt

Less fatigue even after long work periods

Komatsu’s original suspension cab design has evolved. The 
wide-set front mounts and high position rear mounts allow the 
entire cabin to float on the chassis.
The power train floats the engine and transmission on the frame, 
and a universal joint is used to reduce engine and motion 
vibrations on the front axle.
The combined technology of both of these Komatsu designed 
systems further reduce the vibrations transferred to the mast, 
fork, steering wheel and control lever, as well as the operator’s 
seat. Therefore, ultimately improving operator comfort and cargo 
safety.

Dual ‘Floating’ Structure

The operator’s seat is equipped with an 
all new suspension system and 
remodeled cushion and damper.
The improved seat design holds the 
operator's body firmly in place for 
greater comfort and less fatigue during 
extended operations. 

New Operator’s Suspension Seat

Safe design to prevent careless mistakes

Operator Presence Sensing System  
(Lifting/Traveling Interlocking Mechanism)

The Operator Presence Sensing System is a safety option that 
only allows lifting operations while traveling, when the operator is 
seated. The alarm is activated once the operator leaves the seat. 
The interlock is a double safety measure and remains activated 
even when the operator returns to the seat. The interlock can only 
be released by returning the respective levers to a safe position.
Traveling Interlocking Mechanism cuts power transmission off but does not serve 
to apply the brake. This mechanism is not installed on the lift truck with a clutch.

Superior Visibility

The mast rail section has been flattened and the inside width 
expanded for superior front visibility. With the lowered position of 
3-stage mast center cylinder and the tilt stay, plus the inclined 
backrest, front visibility is improved, and blind spots are reduced. 
The BX50 Series also provides clear fork tip visibility. 
The size and layout of the dashboard and meter panel are 
optimized.

Safe Travel in Reverse

The upper corners of the counterweight are inclined to improve 
visibility. The edge of the counterweight, which is visible from the 
operator’s seat, is designed to provide better visibility when 
confirming distances while reversing. 
The new counterweight outlets are flow-directional, which are 
designed to prevent hot air from blowing onto the operator while 
reversing. The tail pipe has also been repositioned and is now 
located at the lowest point of the counterweight. This improves 
driver comfort and prevents stains that are caused by exhaust 
gas.

OPTION

2-stage mast, 475mm
3-stage mast, 375mm

Mast inside width


